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ABSTRACT

Due to its expansive spatial and temporal resolution, researchers and weather forecasters have
analyzed the use of radar in measuring precipitation for scientific studies and weather forecasting. Despite
its time and areal coverage advantages, radar does not measure precipitation as accurately as rain gauges.
Past studies have analyzed radar's accuracy, but only over relatively small time intervals and geographic
locations. This thesis analyzes the accuracy of a value-added NEXRAD radar data set for an entire year
over the continental United States.

The archived radar data set was obtained from the WSI Corporation (PRECIP product) which is a
private value-added weather services company. This data set was compared to an archived rain gauge
network from the NCDC Hydrosphere CD-Rom from May 1, 1994 to April 30, 1995. From the NCDC
data set, 2,528 gauges were available over this time span. As a result, over 750,000 point versus point
comparisons were analyzed.

The statistics computed in this study included the % Bias (defined as the radar yield minus the
gauge yield normalized by the gauge yield), root mean square error (RMSE), and a normalized error
statistic (defined as the RMSE divided by the average precipitation per gauge).

The results illustrated that WSI's data set was most reliable in the Eastern and Central time zones.
These results correlated with the location of operational radar stations during the time period analyzed.
Additionally, the radar data set on average produced underestimates of precipitation, but the algorithm was
updated a few times during the time period analyzed and improvements were concommitantly seen in the
statistics. Furthermore, the normalized error statistic appeared to do an adequate job in controlling for
many variables (especially precipitation rate); thus, this statistic appears to be a candidate with which
comparisons can be made across different radar data sets. Finally, WSI's PRECIP data set was compared
to a few other radar algorithms found in the academic literature.

Thesis Supervisors: Professor Dara Entekhabi
Dr. Earle Williams
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1. Introduction/Motivation

Weather plays an important role in dictating the activities of nearly every man, woman, and child
on the Earth. It critically affects industries and activities such as aviation, transportation, utilities,
agriculture, and construction which can lead to cancelled plans, destroyed property, and lost
productivity. Yet even with all of the enormous negative impacts caused by the variability of
weather, man has yet to obtain any semblance of control over it. In the absence of control,
humans have then turned to trying to predict the weather. Due to advances in technology over
the years, weather forecasting has improved dramatically; however, there is still a great deal of
uncertainty associated with today's predictions.

One of the most influential aspects of weather phenomena on our daily lives is the possible pres-
ence or absence of precipitation. As a consequence, a great deal of time and capital has been
invested in trying to measure and predict precipitation. The two primary methods of measuring
precipitation are the rain gauge and the reflectivity of radar beams. Each of these methods has its
comparative advantages and disadvantages.

This thesis attempts to analyze the effectiveness of utilizing the National Weather Service's Next
Generation Radar (NEXRAD) data in estimating precipitation. Point versus point comparisons of
precipitation measurement are made between rain gauges and overlying radar pixels throughout
the entire continental United States for the span of one year. Comparative statistics are used to
analyze the measurement errors both spatially and temporally.

1.1 The Use of Rain Gauges in Measuring Precipitation

The first true measure of precipitation was accomplished by a crude rain gauge. A fairly accurate
measure of precipitation can be obtained with a can or similar container to collect the
accumulation of precipitation that falls at a point. Today's higher tech tipping bucket gauges can
prevent debris from falling into the collection basin, minimize evaporation, and can report values
automatically.

The strength of utilizing rain gauges is their ability to provide extremely precise measurements of
accumulated rainfall. However, evidence suggests that gauges have a tendency to underestimate
precipitation during a variety of environmental conditions. During periods of intense rainfall
gauge yields tend to be lower than truth (Seo and Smith, 1996). Further analysis has shown that
wind effects can also have dramatic effects on gauge measurements, often resulting in the
underestimation of precipitation (Groisman and Legates, 1994). The wind effect is especially
severe in measuring snowfall. Evaporation from the gauge apparatus can also lead to the
underestimation of precipitation. Since many of these phenomena vary seasonally and
geographically, it is no surprise that studies have shown that the accuracy of gauges in measuring
precipitation also varies with geography and season. Gauges tend to have larger underestimates
of precipitation the farther north one goes in North America (Legates and DeLiberty, 1993).
Additionally, underestimation tends to be greater in mountainous areas (such as the Rockies).



Both of these phenomena stem from the severe melting and wind effects on snowfall which drive
the low gauge readings (Groisman and Legates, 1994). It is not surprising then that winter was
shown to have the largest gauge underestimation of precipitation (Groisman and Legates, 1994).
Despite these drawbacks, the rain gauge is still deemed as the standard by which to measure
precipitation (especially rainfall) and is utilized as "ground truth" for this thesis.

The main drawback in utilizing gauges for precipitation measurement stems from the lack of
spatial coverage. Since the distribution of rainfall (even on a small geographical scale) is highly
non-uniform, a gauge can misrepresent the amount of precipitation that has fallen over a given
area. Even several gauges located in an area can miss storm cells or misrepresent total areal
rainfall. In order to try and alleviate this problem, numerous gauges need to be distributed and
monitored; however, this can be a highly labor intensive task. This spatial resolution problem
hinders the feasible use of gauges when the proposed area of analysis becomes too large.
Furthermore, gauge results are usually not available in current or real time. As a consequence the
need for alternative precipitation measurement devices is needed.

1.2 The Use of Radar in Measuring Precipitation

The use of radar as a means of measuring precipitation arose in response to the problems associ-
ated with gauge measurements. A single radar station can monitor an area in excess of 160,000
square kilometers (nearly 230 km radius). This extensive area provides the equivalent coverage
of thousands of gauges. As a consequence, there are orders of magnitude in labor hours saved by
utilizing radar for precipitation measurement than for the equivalent amount of data produced by
gauges. Since labor is usually the limiting constraint in most analyses, there is a concomitant
increase in the amount of data received by radar versus gauges. This expansion of data allows for
a look at larger geographical scale weather patterns (such as fronts and storm systems) which
cannot be analyzed by looking at data from just a few geographical points. Furthermore, radar
provides real time measurements of precipitation for immediate analysis. These benefits of radar
seemed ideal for a wide variety of applications that required analyses either of larger scale weather
patterns in faster time resolution (such as weather forecasting, aviation, etc.) and/or of larger
densities of data (such as hydrological modeling of river and groundwater flows). These
advantages of radar have led to its wide scale use in several fields.

1.2.1 Errors Associated with Radar Measurement

Despite its advantages, radar has its limitations in measuring precipitation. Numerous errors
associated with radar measurements hinder the accurate estimation of precipitation. These are
listed and subsequently described in this section.

1. The error associated with converting radar reflectivity into a rainfall rate (Z-R relationship)

Radar reflectivities (Z) are based on the sixth power of the droplet size while rainfall rates are
based on the third power of the droplet size (see Appendix A for a more detailed explanation of
the Z-R relationship). This discrepancy can lead to large variations in radar's and gauge's
recorded precipitation for shifts in droplet size.



2. Range dependent biases

Systematic biases are consistently seen as a function of range from the radar location. In
areas near the radar location (radius less than 40 km) radar measurements tend to underestimate
precipitation values (Smith et al, 1996). Additionally, areas far away from the radar (radius
greater than 120 km) also show consistent underestimation of precipitation values. This is due to
partial beam filling where the beam width covers a much larger area. Reflectivity values from
objects at this distnace are averaged over larger areas resulting in the underestimation of
precipitation. The combination of these two effects implies that there is a 'sweet ring' for radar
measurement (between 40 and 120 km) where radar measurements will be the most accurate.

3. Improper radar calibration

Although radar reflectivity is based on the sixth power of the drop size in clouds, radar
cannot measure the drop size itself. Instead, it can measure only the relative amount of power
that is returned to the radar. This amount of returned power is then converted to a reflectivity
reading. The conversion relies upon a radar constant which is unique for each type of radar.
This constant can only be determined through proper calibration. Studies have shown that areas
covered by multiple radar stations can have dramatically different reflectivity readings (after the
range dependent bias is controlled for). This phenomena is thought to be due to improper
calibration of the radar constant for at least one of the stations (Smith et al., 1996).

4. Ground clutter/Topographic blockage

Ground clutter is the occurance of reflectivity readings resulting from stationary non-
meteorological targets. These reflectivities usually result in very high rainfall rates. Since most
ground clutter comes from stationary targets (such as buildings) it is easy to filter most of this
effect out. Blockage of the radar beam due to surrounding topography is more problematic. The
reflectivities from the mountains can easily be filtered out; however, the area behind the
mountains cannot be scanned. This leaves a hole in the radar coverage and leads to the
underestimation of precipitation by radar. This phenomema can be a large problem for accurate
precipitation measurements in mountainous areas.

5. Bright bands

Bright bands are associated with the radar beam crossing the melting layer in the atmosphere.
The melting layer is associated with mixed precipitation (rain and snow). Since snow has much
larger particle diameters and consists partially of liquid water, reflectivities from this layer are
much higher (or brighter on a mosaic) even though precipitation is not. Since the melting layer is
roughly at the same elevation for a rainfall event, this usually creates a ring of fixed radius from
the radar in a PPI scan at a finite elevation angle.



6. Anomalous propagation

Under ordinary atmospheric conditions, the refractive index is fairly uniform and the radar
beam is a line. When these conditions do not hold as for example after a cold frontal passage
when the near surface air is extraordinarily cold relative to the air aloft, the beam can propagate
in a different or anomalous manner. Usually this results in the beam being refracted to the
ground and returning a ground clutter signal. Since this signal is not associated with a normal
ground clutter area, filtering via algorithm is more difficult. Upon human inspection, it is usually
easy to spot anomalous propagation and quickly filter it out.

7. Evaporation/virga

Another source of error stems from rainfall evaporating before it reaches the ground. This
phenemona is known as virga. Radar will record the reflectivity of the raindrops aloft, but if these
drops evaporate before they make it to the ground, no actual precipitation will be recorded (as
reported by gauges). This results in an overestimation of rainfall and is more commonly seen in
drier environments. It should also be noted that the opposite occurrance is possible. Coalescence
occurs when raindrops form below the radar beam resulting in an underestimation of precipitation.
This phenemona is rare in the United States but is common in more tropical areas.

Since this study is conducted utilizing point versus point comparisons instead of taking an areal
average of the gauge precipitation estimates, an additional source of error is introduced. Strong
winds near the surface can not only affect the accuracy of gauge measurement, but can cause an
inappropriate comparison. Rainfall recorded by a gauge in windy conditions might be transported
in from a nearby radar pixel instead of the one directly overhead being compared. This results in
an improper comparison but cannot be controlled for in this study. It should further be noted
that comparing radar to point gauge accumulations tends to be less accurate than comparisons to
areal-averaged rain gauge accumulations (Wilson and Brandes 1979). This further illustrates the
additional sampling error associated with comparing a point gauge accumulation versus an areal-
averaged radar pixel measurement of precipitation.

1.2.2 The Z-R Relationship

As metioned in the previous section, both the radar reflectivity (Z) and the precipitation rate (R)
are function of the drop diameter. This implies that there is a relationship between Z and R which
is used to convert the radar reflectivity values into a precipitation rate. The general power law
form of the Z-R relationship is listed in (1.1) below.

Z=aRb (1.1)

R is the precipitation rate (inches/hour), Z is the radar reflectivity value (10 log Z with Z in
mm6/m3 ), and a and b are parameters that determine the Z-R relationship.



The National Weather Service (NWS) currently uses only one relationship for all precipitation
regimes and locales (i.e. only one fixed value for a and b). This means that regardless of
geographic location, season, or weather regime, a standard relationship is assumed between
reflectivity and the rainfall rate. This algorithm lists a=300 and b=1.4. This default relationship is
a modification and improvement on the old Marshall/Palmer (1948) algorithm where a=200 and
b=1.6. The new algorithm has been proven to do a consistently good job in measuring
precipitation values relative to other algorithms employed.

Since there are numerous rainfall rates that can be associated with a single reflectivity, one
standard Z-R relationship cannot accurately account for all the conversion error. Therefore, many
experts feel that the fixed Z-R relationship could be improved upon by applying a variable
relationship for different weather regimes (Austin, 1987). Rainfall occurs in predominantly three
types of regimes: stratiform, convective, and mixed. Since each of these regimes is fundamently
different, different reflectivities should be recorded for varying precipitation rates (Ryzhkov et al.,
1996). Theoretically, this hypothesis makes sense; however, numerous efforts to improve upon
the standard fixed Z-R relationship by allowing for a varying relationship have had mixed and
inconsistent results. Steiner and Houze (1996) agree that variable Z-R relationships make sense;
however, they found that a single Z-R relationship could generate the same accuracy in their
results as a variable Z-R relationship according to weather regime. Current research continues
into variable Z-R relationships, but until one formula is consistently shown to improve upon the
NWS's algorithm for all weather regimes in aggregate, it will continue to be the standard.

1.3 The Data Sets

The rain gauge data utilized for this study comes from the National Climate Data Center (NCDC)
Hydrosphere CD-Rom data set. This CD has archived data for thousands of rain gauges that
cover the entire United States and its territories for various time periods in this century. For the
purposes of this study only the lower 48 states were analyzed over the time period of 1994-1995.
This narrowed down the number of available gauges to 2,528. The latitude and longitude values
for each gauge are plotted in Figure 1-1 to illustrate the geographical spread of gauge locations.

Acquiring extensive radar data usually is the limiting factor in the ability of analysts to make
extensive comparisons. This problem was bypassed in this study by acquiring archived radar data
from a private value-added weather services company (the WSI Corporation in Billerica,
Massachusetts) over the time period of May 1, 1994 to April 30, 1995. WSI's PRECIP radar
measurement product takes the United States' National Weather Service's NEXRAD reported
reflectivity values and applies its own dynamic Z-R algorithms based on meteorological conditions
to derive an improved radar data set. The multiple Z-R algorithms utilized are thought to create a
"value-added" data set which improves upon the NWS's standard fixed Z-R relationship. WSI
initiated the PRECIP data set in 1991 and the company has made efforts to continuously fine tune
its algorithms to try to improve and upgrade the product over several years (d'Aleo, 1997). It is
important to note that this study utilizes radar data taken from when the product was still in its
early stages of development.
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Another benefit of PRECIP product is the inclusion of human meteorologists for quality control.
After the NEXRAD reflectivity values have been converted to rainfall rates using the variable Z-R
relationships, meteorologists examine the radar mosaics for other potential sources of error.
Before the data set is complete, errors such as bright band, anomolous propogation, ground
clutter, and holes due to mountain blockage are all manually corrected for. Although these
corrections are by no means precise, human intuition can improve the data set by eliminating
obvious errors that were not caught by the filters in the algorithms.

The analysis in this thesis looked at point versus point comparisons. The latitude and longitude
value for each rain gauge was utilized to determine the radar pixel (2 km by 2 km in size) that
most closely coincided with the gauge location. The precipitation value from the overhead pixel
was then compared to the precipitation values reported by the ground gauge over the same
interval of time. The archived data set consisted of several gigabytes of data which needed to be
parsed through. Thus, in order to achieve these comparisons, a computer program had to be
written in order to handle and parse the massive amounts of radar data received. Furthermore, a
second program had to be written which could take the rain gauge data and compare it to the
appropriate radar pixel. Both of these programs were written by a computer science student at
MIT and had to account for the variation in time zones across the United States (Park, 1996).

The comparison program returned daily integrated precipitation values (although time intervals
could be as small as 15 minutes) for both data sets. These comparisons could be loaded into a
spreadsheet for easy statistical analysis.

Upon review of initial statistical results, it was decided that a geographical view of comparisons
and statistics would be extremely valuable. As a result a program was written by an MIT profes-
sor which allowed for the statistics to be plotted according to their latitude and longitude values
to easily distinguish geographical trends in the statistical results. Tables of the statistics, plots of
the comparisons, and print outs of the geographical comparisons are presented in various sections
of this report.

1.4 Outline of Paper

The second chapter of this thesis details the analyses performed throughout this study. The third
chapter presents the variations and trends seen in comparisons across different time periods and
intervals. The fourth section reports the geographical trends and variations. Section five then
analyzes the statistics generated in this study on WSI's PRECIP product with five other
algorithms found in the academic literature. Final sections outline a summary of results, future
areas of potential analyses, references, and appendices.



2. A Description of Statistics Computed in this Study

There are numerous ways in which to represent the accuracy or error of one measurement in
comparison with another. This study analyzes the error associated with a radar's versus a gauge's
measurement of precipitation by calculating the following statistics: % bias, root mean square
error (RMSE), and a normalized error. Each of these statistics is defined and explained below.

2.1 Percent Bias (% Bias)

The bias of a comparison between a radar measurement and a rain gauge measurement is simply
the difference between the two values. However, the bias in itself is not a useful benchmark for
determining the accuracy of radar measurements among many different comparisons. For
example, a bias of 1 mm may be indicative of a very accurate measurement if the radar measured
100 mm of precipitation and the gauge measured 99 mm. On the other hand, a bias of 1 mm may
be indicative of a poor measurement if radar measured 2 mm and a gauge measured 1 mm. To
alleviate this comparison problem, the bias will be normalized by the amount of gauge precipita-
tion to create a percentage value. The normalization is carried out by dividing the bias by the
gauge measurement of precipitation (since it is generally accepted to be the standard). The
percent bias (% bias) statistic is represented in formula format below.

N K

I (Rik -Gik
% bias = i k= (2.1)

I ,Gi,k
i=1 k=l

where G,k is the precipitation measured by the i h gauge during the k h time period, Ri,k is the
precipitation measured by the radar pixel directly over the ith gauge during the kth time period, N is
the total numbers of gauges utilized for comparison in the given geographical area and time
analyzed, and K is the time over which the analysis was performed.

2.2 Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)

Another useful statistic for comparing radar and gauge measurement is the root mean square error
calculation. This statistic provides a quantitative measure of the spread of the error surrounding
the comparisons. It thus gives a representation of the standard deviation of the radar
measurements in comparison with the gauge measurements.

RMSE= N ( k Gi,k )2 (2.2)
KNi=1 k=l



Since this study focuses on daily integrated precipitation values, K in this study is in days. As a
consequence, the units for all RMSE values are [mm/gauge*day] regardless of the length of time
analyzed.

2.3 Normalized Error

It was noted through the course of the analysis, that the RMSE values tended to rise and fall in
conjunction with the amount of precipitation. Generally speaking, RMSE values widely varied
with geography and were smaller in areas of low precipitation (such as deserts). Lower pre-
cipitation amounts tend to lower the bias which results in lower (more favorable) RMSE values.
In order to try and alleviate this correlation, a normalized error statistic was generated. The
normalized error is defined as the RMSE normalized by the average gauge precipitation yielding a
dimensionless percentage value.

RRMSE
normalized error= 1 N K (2.3)

KNi=1 k=l

2.4 Regression Statistics

In addition to the three statistics mentioned above, the slope and R2 values returned from a linear
regression on radar versus gauge scatter plots can also be used to estimate the accuracy of
precipitation measurements. A slope of one indicates that radar estimates the same amount of
precipitation as gauges. A slope less than one implies underestimation (negative bias) while a
slope greater than one implies the converse. An R2 value of one indicates a perfect linear fit of the
regression. The closer R2 is to unity, the less disagreement there is between radar and gauge
estimates.

Although there are other methods of measuring the error of comparisons, these five statistics were
the only ones used throughout this study.



3. Radar-Gauge Comparisons Over Various Time Scales

Since the daily integrated values reported by both the rain gauge and radar pixel were saved in
spreadsheet format for the entire year analyzed, comparisons can be performed on any desired
geographical location in the continental United States spanning any time period within the year
analyzed. This data set creates a new and powerful tool with which numerous future studies
could be performed. This study examines the radar-gauge comparisons on daily, monthly,
seasonal, and yearly time intervals. Geographically, this analysis is broken up into time zones
since comparisons had to be made separately within time zones. However, with the use of the
geographical plotting program, analyses can be looked at on a national or local scale as well. The
rest of this section will report values in tabular format starting from yearly integrated values and
progressively working down into smaller time scales until daily comparisons are analyzed.

3.1 Yearly Comparisons Across Time Zones

The yearly values across time zones are listed in Table 1 and illustrate some striking phenomena
of geographical variation in radar estimates.

Table 1: Yearly Statistics

Eastern Central Mountain Pacific
Number of Gauges 732 916 436 444

Number of Comparisons 209,137 282,236 133,936 132,277
Mean Gauge Precip. 2.60 2.45 0.99 2.71

% Bias -16.27 -12.92 -65.80 -72.08
RMSE (mm/day) 5.97 6.13 3.48 8.32
Normalized Error 2.29 2.50 3.48 3.07

The "Number of Gauges" row lists the total number of rain gauges that had available data over
the entire year within the given time zone. The "Number of Comparisons" row lists the integrated
number of daily comparisons made in deriving the other statistics. This value is the sum of the
number of gauges reporting values for each day of the year. Thus, dividing the number of
comparisons value by 365 days will yield an average number of gauges reporting each day for the
time zone (but note that the number of gauges that report precipitation varies daily). The "Mean
Gauge Precip" row lists the average daily precipitation per gauge over the year. The "% Bias"
row lists the cumulative statistic reported in equation (2.1). The "RMSE" row lists the
cumulative statistic reported in equation (2.2) in millimeters (mm/day). Finally, the "Normalized
Error" row lists the normalized error as calculated by equation (2.3) which is the RMSE value
divided by the mean gauge precipitation value.



From the values listed in Table 1, numerous conclusions can be immediately drawn. First,
it can clearly be seen that there are striking variations in the statistics for different time zones.
This illustrates how geographical variation plays an enormous role in measuring precipitation.
The exact cause of these variations is explained in detail below.

Perhaps the most telling phenomena reported in Table 1 is the % Bias row. All four time zones
report negative bias values indicating that radar records less precipitation than gauges. This phe-
nomena has been recorded in several other studies and is not surprising (Smith et al., 1996;
Finnerty and Johnson, 1997). However, the very large negative biases recorded in the Mountain
and Pacific time zones is striking. The fact that radar appears to be missing about 2/3 of the pre-
cipitation in these regions illustrates a severe problem in utilizing this radar data set to estimate
precipitation in these areas during the time period analyzed. The initial reasoning for these low
estimates was reasoned to be mountain blockage of radar beams since this area is covered with
non-uniform topography. Mountain blockage can lead to very large underestimates of
precipitation (Joss and Lee, 1995). However, (as will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4)
the primary reason for the very low % Biases seen in this region is due to the lack of radar
coverage in these time zones during the year analyzed. This finding does not insinuate that
mountain blockage is not a problem in these areas, but without radar coverage, mountain
blockage cannot lead to the large underestimates seen in this study.

Another trend seen in Table 1 is that higher precipitation rates tend to lead to higher RMSE
values. This trend is similarly seen in other analyses and was expected. As more precipitation
falls, there is on average going to be more absolute bias recorded which will increase the RMSE
values. In an attempt to control for this effect, the normalized error statistic was generated which
allows for a more controlled comparison of error analyses across geography and time.

Another trend to take away from Table 1 is the greater amounts of precipitation in the Eastern
and Central time zones. These time zones are associated with more temperate climates and
recordings of higher precipitation rates should be expected. As a consequence of this factor
though, the Eastern and Central time zone will tend to have higher RMSE values than the Moun-
tain and Pacific time zones which does not necessarily indicate a poorer job in measuring
precipitation.

One last point to take away from Table 1 is that the number of comparisons made in each time
zone is immense (>10'). This large value alleviates any concern of statistical error. From the law
of large numbers, as the number of comparisons increase the standard deviation of the estimates
declines. Thus, all errors reported should be directly due to systematic biases and not statistical
uncertainty.

The yearly integrated precipitation accumulations for all gauges and associated radar pixels were
plotted in Figures 3-1 through 3-4 for each time zone. Upon inspection of the plots for the
Mountain and Pacific time zones (Figure 3-3 and 3-4), it becomes readily apparent why the
statistic for these areas are so poor. The very high negative biases seen in Table 1 for
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the Mountain and Pacific time zones is driven primarily by the the large percentage of gauges that
are plotted near the x axis. These comparisons indicate areas where radar is picking up zero or
marginally small amounts of precipitation. The thought of a radar pixel in the United States
recording zero precipitation for an entire is extremely unlikely (even in the arid regions of these
time zones). Thus, something must be prohibiting the lack of radar readings in these areas. Two
explanations are proposed here. Either the area has no radar coverage over it, or there is
complete mountain blockage for the gauge location.

If the fraction of area that records zero radar is significant, this effect could explain most if not all
of the poor % Bias statistics seen in Table 1 for the western time zones. The number of
comparisons that recorded zero precipitation from radar was calculated for the Mountain and
Pacific time zones. For the Mountain time zone, 77 out of 436 pixels (17.66%) showed no radar
precipitation. This result would seem to indicate that a percent bias for the mountain time zone
near -18% would indicate that radar was doing a good job at estimating precipitation in this
region as a whole. Since the Pacific time zone had even more negative % Bias values, it would
stand to reason that a larger percentage of the comparisons there would correspond to zero radar
values. Indeed, 113 out of 444 pixels (25.45%) recorded zero radar precipitation. This also
implies that a % Bias reading near -25.5% would be the target for the Pacific time zone.

Now one can subtract about 18% and 25.5% off of the % Bias statistics for the Mountain and
Pacific time zones respectively in Table 1 to obtain a more accurate determination of how radar
measures precipitation in these regions. It should be further noted, a nearly equal percentage of
comparisons in these time zones recorded less than 1 mm of rain via radar over the span of the
year. These comparisons contribute just as much to the poor statistics seen in Table 1. It is not
sure why these gauges recorded so little precipitation via radar when the gauges pick up much
more. These comparisons could also be due to lack of radar coverage, mountain blockage, errors
in the radar (AP), errors in the data set, and/or a very arid climate. If either of the first two
explanations is the culprit, the actual accuracy of radar in these time zones will be even better than
the corrected values described in the preceding paragraph.

A cursory analysis was performed in an attempt to control for these effects. The description of
the study and its results are detailed in Chapter 5.

A linear regression was run on each scatter plot for all four time zones. The regression returned
the slope and R2 for each plot. The results are listed in Table 2.

Table 2: Regression Values from Yearly Accumulation Scatter Plots

Eastern Central Mountain Pacific
Number of Gauges 732 916 436 444

Slope 0.60 0.78 0.11 0.21
R2 0.40 0.64 0.01 0.13



The regression values in Table 2 illustrate that the radars in all four time zones underestimate
precipitation. This follows from the slope values being less than one. If radar's precipitation
measurements perfectly matched the gauge's measurements, then both the slope and R2 would be
equal to unity. It is thus clear that the radars in the Central time zone do the most accurate job in
measuring precipitation since the R2 values are highest for the Central time zone and the slope is
closest to one. The Eastern time zone values also imply a much better estimation of precipitation
than either the Mountain or Pacific time zones. The results from Table 2 support the findings
from Table 1 on the relative accuracy of radar measurement among time zones.

3.2 Seasonal Comparisons Across Time Zones

The yearly analysis vividly highlights several generalized trends in the data. However, this process
integrates the individual effects of seasonal variation. Breaking the data into seasonal subsets
allows for a more detailed look at seasonal trends. These results are listed in Tables 3 through 6.
The seasons are defined by the integration of the following months' data:

Spring: May (94), March (95), April (95)
Summer: June (94), July (94), August (94)
Fall: September (94), October (94), November (94)
Winter: December (94), January (95), February (95)

Table 3: Spring Comparisons

Eastern Central Mountain Pacific
Number of Comparisons 53,318 71,924 33,710 34,032

Mean Gauge Precip. (mm/day) 1.92 2.72 1.19 3.38
% Bias 4.39 0.26 -59.54 -67.15

RMSE (mm/day) 4.47 6.13 3.42 8.60
Normalized Error 2.33 2.26 2.88 2.54

Table 4: Summer Comparisons

Eastern Central Mountain Pacific
Number of Comparisons 53,242 70,654 33,694 33,175

Mean Gauge Precip. (mm/day) 3.85 2.99 0.91 0.33
% Bias -27.69 -20.78 -50.82 -86.28

RMSE (mm/day) 8.05 7.61 3.49 2.00
Normalized Error 2.09 2.54 3.83 6.05



Table 5: Fall Comparisons

Eastern Central Mountain Pacific
Number of Comparisons 53,430 70,836 33,744 33,697

Mean Gauge Precip. (mm/day) 2.28 2.54 1.12 2.42
% Bias -24.08 -28.22 -79.64 -82.14

RMSE (mm/day) 5.71 6.18 3.91 7.90
Normalized Error 2.50 2.43 3.47 3.27

Table 6: Winter Comparisons

Eastern Central Mountain Pacific
Number of Comparisons 49,147 68,822 32,788 31,373

Mean Gauge Precip. (mm/day) 2.33 1.52 0.73 4.79

% Bias -6.03 4.75 -73.50 -69.37
RMSE (mm/day) 4.92 4.01 2.86 11.84
Normalized Error 2.11 2.65 3.93 2.47

First, it is important to note that the values that comprise the Spring data are not from a contin-
uous source of comparisons in time. Since the year's worth of data analyzed spanned from May
1994 to April 1995, it became necessary to truncate the Spring season. Thus, the Spring values
are generated from one month in 1994 (May) and two months in 1995 (March and April). This
truncation could have a significant impact on the statistics for this season as the radar data set
algorithm was continuously improved upon over the span of the year.

The seasonal statistics do not seem to dictate a very clear story. As a generalization, radar tends
to report better biases in the spring months across all time zones. This would seem to suggest that
radar does a better job at measuring precipitation in the types of weather events that occur in
these months. An alternative explanation could be the improvement of the radar data set over
time. Perhaps the improved results could be due to a possible recalibration of NEXRAD radars
during this time; consequently, it would be enlightening to determine if/when NEXRAD radars are
recalibrated to see what effect it had on their performance.

On the converse side, radar severely underestimates precipitation in the summer and fall months
(with the exception of the summer mountain value which was the lowest seasonal value for that
time zone). This implies that radar does a poor job estimating the weather events typically seen
during these months. It could be argued that the more negative biases seen during these seasons
are due to systematically higher precipitation rates during these months; however, the average
precipitation per gauge does not support this conclusion. Average precipitation rates seem to
fluctuate greatly among seasons and time zones with no real discernible pattern evident.



The result of radar providing a higher degree of underestimation for the summer months seems a
little surprising. It has been documented that gauges have a tendency to do poorly in measuring
heavy rainfall events (Smith, et al., 1996). Since heavy rainfalls typically occur in the summertime
when the heating of the Earth causes convective thunderstorms, this phenomena would seem to
indicate that radar would generally produce more positive bias results for these types of weather
regimes. Perhaps this underestimation stems from the multiple Z-R relationship used in
conjunction with convective types of weather events. Unfortunately, without knowing the exact
relationship, this hypothesis is impossible to validate.

The RMSE and normalized error statistics likewise do not show any discernible trends across sea-
sons. Values of these statistics (especially RMSE) fluctuate greatly. This occurrence is probably
due in part to the fluctuating precipitation rates seen across seasons and time zones since both the
RMSE and normalized error statistics are functions of the precipitation rate. RMSE values for
the Pacific time zone vary from 2.00 to 11.84. Again, this is driven by the large variation in
seasonal precipitation rates seen in this time zone (refer back to Tables 3 through 6). The other
three time zones also exhibit variable RMSE values, although not quite as drastic. The
normalized error values are much more consistent and illustrate the importance of attempting to
control for the precipitation rate when comparing error statistics.

3.3 Monthly Comparisons Across Time Zones

The seasonal results proved to be less enlightening than anticipated. This occurrence was
probably due to the time scales being too large which averaged together detectable trends
associated with smaller time intervals. Further decreasing the temporal resolution down to the
monthly scale might help separate the data into individual trends. The monthly comparisons are
reported in Tables 7 through 10.

Table 7: Monthly Comparisons for Eastern Time Zone

# of Comparisons Mean Gage Precip. % Bias RMSE Normalized
(mm/day) (mm/day) Error

May 18,673 2.20 -19.75 4.79 2.18
June 17,360 3.73 -27.31 7.53 2.02

July 18,286 3.67 -29.26 8.41 2.29

August 17,596 4.14 -26.59 8.16 4.14

September 17,775 2.54 -31.18 6.36 2.51

October 18,168 1.64 -28.28 5.68 3.47

November 17,487 2.70 -14.66 5.00 1.85

December 17,422 2.15 -8.54 4.27 1.99
January 17,054 2.90 -14.26 5.68 1.96

February 14671 1.88 12.11 4.69 2.49

March 17,787 1.59 -2.76 4.17 2.62

April 16,858 1.97 40.37 4.41 2.24



Table 8: Monthly Comparisons for Central Time Zone

# of Comparisons Mean Gage Precip. % Bias RMSE Normalized
(mm/day) mm/day) Error

May 24,667 2.33 -25.35 5.82 2.50
June 22,824 3.18 -24.06 7.61 2.39
July 24,380 3.52 -21.12 8.47 2.41
August 23,450 2.27 -15.73 6.59 2.91
September 23,682 2.10 -32.39 6.26 2.97
October 23,719 2.71 -31.20 6.66 2.46
November 23,435 2.81 -22.15 5.56 1.98
December 23,932 1.69 -3.99 3.94 2.33
January 23,800 1.80 -6.26 4.42 2.46
February 21,090 1.00 43.92 3.59 3.60
March 23,962 2.39 9.83 5.53 2.31
April 23,295 3.46 11.72 6.98 2.02

Table 9: Monthly Comparisons for Mountain Time Zone

# of Comparisons Mean Gage Precip. % Bias RMSE Normalized
(mm/day) (mm/day) Error

May 11,531 1.24 -67.22 3.77 3.03
June 10,798 0.89 -61.43 3.48 3.94

July 11,694 0.92 -41.66 3.49 3.79
August 11,202 0.92 -50.55 3.48 3.78
September 11,232 0.75 -72.74 3.18 4.22
October 11,638 1.60 -80.69 4.89 3.07
November 10,874 1.00 -83.21 3.35 3.34
December 11,612 0.65 -74.11 2.79 4.28

January 11,196 0.89 -72.18 3.02 3.38
February 9,980 0.64 -74.84 2.77 4.35
March 11,417 1.08 -65.48 3.47 3.21
April 10,762 1.25 -45.89 2.95 2.36



Table 10: Monthly Comparisons for Pacific Time Zone

# of Comparisons Mean Gage Precip. % Bias RMSE Normalized
(mm/day) (mm/day) Error

May 11,624 1.23 -83.49 3.64 2.95
June 10,494 0.76 -90.18 3.02 3.97
July 11,475 0.15 -76.18 1.37 8.91
August 11,206 0.11 -75.55 1.19 10.80

September 11,100 0.61 -84.45 2.94 4.85
October 11,818 2.34 -85.12 9.22 3.94
November 10,779 4.36 -80.05 9.64 2.21
December 11,447 3.61 -74.09 8.99 2.49

January 10,066 8.40 -64.06 16.42 1.95
February 9,860 2.48 -79.75 8.77 3.54

March 11,421 6.27 -64.20 13.18 2.10

April 10,987 2.65 -66.35 5.89 2.22

The results from the monthly comparisons clearly begin to illustrate some discernible trends.
Predominantly noticed is the vast improvement of the % Bias values as a function of time (see
Figure 3-5). Radar severely underestimated precipitation during the beginning of the year
sampled, but as time passed on, the % Bias values improved towards the zero level. This clearly
seems to indicate that the continuous upgrading of the radar algorithm (variable Z-R relationship)
in an attempt to provide better values was successful. Alternate or complementary explanations
for the improvement in the data over time could be due to the increased number of radar stations
becoming operational during this time. The most significant "spike" of improvement in the % bias
statistics came between the months of January and February 1995. Upon consultation with WSI,
there was a dramatic change in the Z-R algorithm which was employed at this time (D'Aleo,
1997). It is curious to note that the change in algorithm was dramatically seen in the Central and
Eastern time zones at this time, but had a lesser influence on the Mountain and Pacific time zones.
This curiosity presented a challenge in the explanation of the results; however, as will be discussed
in the next chapter, the radar coverage in the Mountain and Pacific time zones during this time
was sparse. Consequently, any change in the radar algorithm will have a milder impact in these
time zones.
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Figure 3-5: Monthly % Bias (for 5/94 - 4/95)

The average gauge precipitation values fluctuate widely across months and time zones illustrating
the randomness associated with weather events (Figure 3-6). Although these values do not indi-
cate the accuracy of radar measurements, they are necessary to help control for the other
statistics. For example, comparing Figure 3-6 with Figure 3-7 (the RMSE values) shows
considerable similarity. This further illustrates the dependency and positive correlation of the
RMSE values with the precipitation rate.
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Figure 3-6: Average Monthly Gauge Precipitation (for 5/94 - 4/95)
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Figure 3-7: Monthly RMSE Values (for 5/94 - 4/95)

Figure 3-8 displays the monthly normalized error for each time zone. This figure seems to pro-
vide the best overall estimate for how well radar measures precipitation. With the exception of
the three outliers from the Pacific time zone during the late summer, all the values generally fall
within the two to four range. Juerg Joss (1998) finds from his personal experiences from working
in Switzerland that normalized error values typically hover near two. The consistency of the
normalized error values occurs despite the significant differences in RMSE statistics seen in the
Central and Eastern time zones versus the Mountain and Pacific time zones. This result seems to
further indicate the dependency of the RMSE statistic on the precipitation rate and the ability of
the normalized error statistic to control for it. Futhermore, the consistent normalized error values
occur despite the different topographies of each region, the different types of weather events, and
seasonal variations. This consistency would seem to suggest that the normalized error statistic'
provides a good benchmark with which to judge different radar data sets.
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Figure 3-8: Monthly Normalized Error Values (for 5/94 - 4/95)



3.4 Daily Scatter Plot Comparisons

The daily statistical values tend to have a much higher variability than the comparisons performed
over longer time intervals. This is primarily due to the biases comprising a larger percentage of
the integrated accumulation. The variability of daily statistics illustrates the inaccuracies of
utilizing radar to measure rainfall over very short time scales. However, when one analyzes the
effectiveness of radar over longer time intervals or over more gauges, the results appear much
better. This emphasizes the limitations of applying radar based estimates of precipitation over
short periods of time and small areas.

Due to the variability of individual comparisons, it was deemed necessary to analyze large
numbers of daily values to achieve a representative view of the daily performance. This was
achieved by generating scatter plots of the radar versus gauge accumulations for every gauge for
every day within each month. Thus, each scatter plot will have the same number of points as the
appropriate "Number of Comparisons" value listed in Tables 7 through 10. This allows for the
large individual variability to be averaged out over many comparisons. The plots appear in
Appendix B but a representative plot is shown in Figure 3-9.

Since the vast majority of daily gauge and radar measurements record zero rainfall (which is not
very useful for statistical comparisons) the majority of data points on the scatter plots are found
on the axes or the origin. These values (along with those at lower precipitation rates) clutter up
the scatter plot near the origin. To alleviate this problem, only those statistics that are associated
with precipitation (conditional statistics) could be analyzed. This is done via the log-log plot
which has the further benefit of expanding the conditional points of very low precipitation rates.
These plots were also constructed and included with the scatter plots in Appendix B and Figure 3-
9. Since the log-log plot is representative of the conditional comparisons, it only plots a fraction
of the total number of comparisons made. This should be intuitive since any daily precipitation
recording of zero (be it gauge or radar) cannot be plotted on a log-log scale. However, the log-
log plot provides a very useful look at daily comparisons.

By analyzing either the scatter plots or log-log plots, there is evidence of horizontal discretization
(especially at lower gauge precipitation values). The discretization is caused by the conversion of
the gauge precipitation values (given in tenths of an inch) to millimeters. Thus, the lowest
recorded gauge value of 0.1 inches is converted to 2.54 mm. This conversion undoubtedly can
introduce a high degree of error and uncertainty in the comparative statistics for small precipita-
tion rates. This could be a large factor in explaining some of the seemingly high errors since light
precipitation rates dominate the majority of daily weather across the globe. At higher
precipitation rates, this conversion uncertainty will be relatively less important. Furthermore, if
the conversion uncertainty is assumed to be randomly distributed, a Gaussian distribution can be
applied (which should be true for all conversions above the 2.54 mm gauge precipitation value).
Properties of the Gaussian distribution then allow statistics based upon the integrated sum of
precipitation (those with any appreciable time scales) to approach the mean (or converted) value.
Thus, analyzing enough data points should alleviate much of the conversion error.
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To better clarify the results from the scatter plots, a least squares regression was performed on
each graph. The regression returned the y intercept, slope, and R2 of the line that best fit the data.
These results are summarized in Table 11 and on the sides of each scatter plot in Appendix B.

Table 11: Monthly Slope and R2 Regression Values

Eastern Central Mountain Pacific Eastern Central Mountain Pacific
slope slope slope slope R2  R R2  R

May 0.47 0.46 0.20 0.11 0.38 0.40 0.17 0.11
June 0.39 0.36 0.19 0.07 0.38 0.32 0.14 0.11
July 0.30 0.39 0.23 0.07 0.26 0.32 0.14 0.07
Aug. 0.42 0.40 0.23 0.03 0.46 0.32 0.13 0.01
Sept. 0.40 0.32 0.11 0.06 0.40 0.29 0.09 0.06
Oct. 0.38 0.44 0.12 0.13 0.47 0.47 0.10 0.31
Nov. 0.62 0.60 0.11 0.20 0.58 0.64 0.10 0.24
Dec. 0.71 0.72 0.17 0.24 0.59 0.63 0.13 0.26
Jan. 0.62 0.67 0.18 0.26 0.49 0.58 0.11 0.24
Feb. 0.87 0.91 0.12 0.15 0.56 0.60 0.10 0.22
Mar. 0.59 0.71 0.17 0.28 0.46 0.56 0.10 0.33
Apr. 0.89 0.75 0.32 0.26 0.55 0.58 0.17 0.22

The results listed in Table 11 confirm that the radar data set continues to perform better in the
Central and Eastern time zones. This conclusion can be drawn from the "slope" values. Again, if
radar perfectly matched gauges in recording precipitation, then the slope value should be equal to
one. In every plot, all of the slopes were less than one, indicating that radar was underestimating
rainfall. However, the slope values in the Central and Eastern time zones were much closer to
one than those of the Mountain and Pacific time zones. Plotting these slopes versus time
illustrates the same trend of improved radar measurements over the course of the year (see Figure
3-10). The large "spike" in the January to February values associated with the refinement of the
Z-R algorithm can also be seen in the Central and Eastern time zones. This further supports the
conclusion that the refinement of the Z-R relationship over this time period had positive impacts
on the radar's performance.
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Figure 3-10: Monthly Regression Slope Values (for 5/94 - 4/95)

The R2 values for these plots is also a good indicator of the scatter or accuracy of the radar mea-
surements. An R2 of one indicates a perfect linear regression fit; thus, the lower R2, the more
scatter there is among the data points. The higher R2 values seen in the Central and Eastern time
zones further indicate that the radars in these areas are providing better measurements of precipi-
tation than those in the Mountain or Pacific time zones. Plotting the R2 values for each month
also illustrates a general trend of increasing accuracy in radar measurements (see Figure 3-11).
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3.5 Summary

The conclusions from the temporal analysis highlight several key findings on the accuracy of the
value-added radar data set in measuring precipitation. First, the radar comparisons in the Eastern
and Central time zones are superior to their counterparts in the Mountain and Western time
zones. Secondly, RMSE values are highly correlated with the precipitation rate. The higher the
amounts of rain, the greater the RMSE values. Third, normalized errors do a good job in
compensating for the effect of RMSE's dependency on the precipitation rate. Lastly, steady
improvements are seen in the radar measurements over time. This indicates that either the
continuous upgrading of the radar algorithms has had positive results on the accuracy of radar in
measuring precipitation and/or the inclusion of more operational radars during the year has
improved values by decreasing the area where radar coverage does not exist.



4. Geographical Variations in Radar-Gauge Comparisons

The analysis in the temporal variation section clearly indicated that the comparisons in the Eastern
and Central time zones significantly outperformed those in the rest of the United States. This
chapter will answer why this phenomena occurred and also perform a more rigorous geographical
analysis.

4.1 The Geographical Color Plots

Since the latitude and longitude values of each gauge location (and consequently each comparison
location) is known, the statistics can be plotted geographically. This provides an excellent view of
regional trends in systematic biases and errors. Figure 4-1 represents an example of how much
information is contained with these color plots.

4.1.1 Annual and Seasonal Gauge Precipitation

Due to the heavy dependence of some of the statistics on the precipitation rate, the maps of the
precipitation yield from each gauge will be analyzed first. From Figure 4-1, the annual
precipitation patterns of the United States are evident. The rain shadowing effect caused by the
convection of air over the Sierra Nevadas is vividly portrayed. The predominantly western winds
bring clouds off the Pacific Ocean which are then depleted of their moisture as they must rise over
the Sierras and other western ranges. This effect causes high precipitation rates on the western
side of the mountains (Seattle to San Francisco) and leaves little moisture for the areas east of the
mountains as exhibited by the low precipitation rates in the Mountain time zone.

Figure 4-1 also depicts other areas of low precipitation, such as the deserts of the Southwest.
Furthermore, the more temperate Central and Eastern time zones are clearly shown as having
higher precipitation rates. Especially wet areas like the bayous near the mouth of the Mississippi
River are clearly illustrated.

The seasonal precipitation plots display the same general pattern. Figures 4-2 through 4-5 show
the spring through winter precipitation maps respectively. Comparing the four gauge seasonal
plots illustrates the lack of rainfall received by the Pacific rim states during the summer of 1994.
This is in stark contrast to the high precipitation rates seen there in the other three seasons. The
summer dearth of rain in the west did not reach the Central and Eastern time zones. These areas
received extensive rainfall, especially the state of Florida. Also, the eastern farm belt and the
midwest received very little precipitation in the winter compared to the other three seasons.
These precipitation patterns must be kept in mind as they will help explain many of the trends seen
in the maps of the other statistics.
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Figure 4-1: Yearly Precipitation Trends
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Figure 4-2: Spring Precipitation Trends
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Summer Precipitation Values (mm)
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Figure 4-3: Summer Precipitation Trends
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Figure 4-4: Fall Precipitation Trends
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Winter Precipitation Values (mm)
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Figure 4-5: Winter Precipitation Trends
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4.1.2 Annual and Seasonal RMSE

As was explained in Chapter 3, the RMSE values have a strong dependency with precipitation
rates. Thus, the yearly RMSE plot (Figure 4-6) should exhibit some degree of correlation with

the annual precipitation plot (Figure 4-1). This is indeed the case as higher RMSE values are

exhibited along the Pacific rim and near the Gulf Coast states where the precipitation rates are

higher. Lower RMSE values are concommitantly seen in the lower precipitation areas of the

Mountain and eastern sections of the Pacific time zones. Comparing Figure 4-1 with 4-6 clearly

illustrates the striking dependency of the RMSE statistic on the precipitation rate.

The seasonal RMSE maps also closely mimic the seasonal precipitation plots (see Figure 4-7

through 4-10). Even the aberrantly low rainfall seen by the Pacific rim states in the summer has

correspondingly low RMSE values. The converse is also true for these areas during the other

three seasons when rainfall rates are higher. The low winter precipitation seen in the farm belt

and midwest resulted in low RMSE values in these areas for this season. Relatively high RMSE

values were seen in areas of heavy precipitation, like the southeastern United States. These

figures once again portray the strong positive correlation between precipitation totals and RMSE
values.

4.1.3 Annual and Seasonal Noramlized Error

Since the precipitation rate and RMSE values exhibit very high levels of positive correlation, the

normalized error plots should prove enlightening. Recall that the normalized error is simply the

RMSE divided by the measured gauge precipitation (2.3). The annual normalized error map is

shown in Figure 4-11. This figure illustrates a dichotemy of areas where the normalized error is

generally better and uniform (the Central and Eastern time zones as well as the Pacific rim

states) and an area where the normalized error is much higher (the Mountain and eastern half of

the Pacific time zones). The normalized error seen in the western regions is nearly twice as high

as the errors seen in the rest of the country.

If varying precipitation rates explain the fluctuations in RMSE values and the normalized error

attempts to control for this, then what effect could be generating such a large discontinuous

disparity in the normalized errors? Initially it was reasoned to be effects of the mountains in the

areas of higher error (perhaps causing radar blockage?). However, the answer probably has more

to do with the location of the radar stations during the time of the analysis. The dates of

operational radars were acquired for every four months during which the study was conducted.

The locations of the radar stations operational by December 1994 were then plotted on top of the

normalized error map. The result is a distinct pattern shown in Figure 4-12. The areas of lower

normalized error correspond to areas that are covered by radar. The areas in the Mountain and

Pacific time zones that display higher errors do not have radar coverage. The lack of operational

radar stations in these areas leads to holes in the radar coverage in the same way mountain

blockage was originally reasoned to do. If radar is not present in an area, the statistics will be

extremely skewed as the gauges will continue to record precipitation which is compared against

zero radar values. This leads to enormous errors and is driving the poor results in the Mountain

and Pacific time zones.
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Figure 4-6: Yearly RMSE Trends
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Spring RMSE Values
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Figure 4-7: Spring RMSE Trends
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Summer RMSE Values
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Figure 4-8: Summer RMSE Trends
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Autumn RMSE Values
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Figure 4-9: Fall RMSE Trends
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Winter RMSE Values
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Figure 4-10: Winter RMSE Trends
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Yearly Normalized Error Values
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Figure 4-11: Yearly Normalized Error Trends
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Yearly Normalized Error Values
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Figure 4-12: Yearly Normalized Error Trends Plotted with Radar Locations (12/94)
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Analyzing Figure 4-12 for the locations of operational radar stations illustrates that only a
fraction of the Mountain and Pacific time zones has radar coverage. Since the gauges in the
uncovered areas will all have -100% bias (since all radar measurements must be zero), the total
time zone % Bias statistics (along with other statistics) will be a function of the area of the time
zone covered by radar. If 50% of the gauges in the Mountain time zone are in uncovered radar
zones, then a time zone average % Bias value of -50% depicts an extremely good measurement
of radar's performance. Thus, keeping in mind the percentage of a time zone's area covered by
operational radar is important when analyzing all statistics generated for these time zones.

The seasonal normalized error plots follow a similar trend (see Figures 4-13 through 4-16).
Larger errors are associated with areas that do not have radar coverage. There is one notable
exception; the normalized errors for the lower Pacific time zone in the summer are extremely
large. The normalized errors for the integration of all the gauges in the Pacific time zone during
the summer months got up to over nine (refer back to Figure 3-4). The scales for Figures 4-13
through 4-16 were kept constant for a uniform comparison across seasons with a maximum value
of 5.5. Raising the scale for all plots would have blended in many of the subtler variations that
could be seen during the other seasons. Replotting Figure 4-14 on a separate higher scale
illustrates the magnitude of the aberrant normalized error readings seen in the southern Pacific
time zone for the summer (see Figure 4-17). The reason for the extraordinarily high normalized
error values seen in this area for the summer has to do with the precipitation rate. Recall from
Figure 3-6 that the summer saw very little rainfall for the Pacific time zone (about 0.1 mm per
gauge per day in July and August). Dividing the RMSE values by these small numbers blows up
the normalized error values. Although the normalized error statistic was created to help control
for the precipitation rate, there is still some indirect evidence here of a dependency at smaller
rainfall rates.

4.1.4 Annual and Seasonal % Bias

Figure 4-18 portrays the annual % Bias comparisons. Once again the Eastern and Central time
zones along with the Pacific rim states portray much better results. By plotting the location of
operational radars in December 1994 on top of the annual % Bias locations in Figure 4-18, one
can see an excellent correlation (Figure 4-19). Nearly all of the higher % Bias values have a
radar station located nearby.

The seasonal % Bias maps tell a similar story (Figures 4-20 through 4-23). The areas where the
radar severly underestimates precipitation occur predominantly in areas where radar is not yet
operational. One can even see the positive influence new radar stations have on the surrounding
comparisons from season to season as they come on line during the time of this analysis. As
more and more radars become operational, the % Bias values in these areas become less
negative. This lends support to the hypothesis that at least part of the explanation for the
improved statistics over time is due to the increased area of radar coverage.
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Figure 4-13: Spring Normalized Error Trends Plotted with Radar Locations (4/95)
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Summer Normalized Error Values
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Figure 4-14: Summer Normalized Error Trends Plotted with Radar Locations (4/94)
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Autumn Normalized Error Values
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Figure 4-15: Fall Normalized Error Trends Plotted with Radar Locations (8/94)
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Winter Normalized Error Values
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Figure 4-16: Winter Normalized Error Trends Plotted with Radar Locations (12/94)
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Summer Normalized Error Values
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Figure 4-17: Summer Normalized Error Trends Replotted on a Higher Scale
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Annual % Bias Values
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Figure 4-18: Yearly % Bias Trends
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Annual % Bias Values
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Figure 4-19: Yearly % Bias Trends Plotted with Radar Locations (12/94)
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Spring % Bias Values
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Figure 4-20: Spring % Bias Trends Plotted with Radar Locations (4/95)
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Summer % Bias Values
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Figure 4-21: Summer % Bias Trends Plotted with Radar Locations (4/94)
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Autumn % Bias Values
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Figure 4-22: Fall % Bias Trends Plotted with Radar Locations (8/94)
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Winter % Bias Values
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Figure 4-23: Winter % Bias Trends Plotted with Radar Locations (12/94)
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In all of the % Bias maps, a section of the lower Plains states always reports a positive % Bias.
This is the only area of significant size in which radar measurements consistently record
precipitation above gauge values. Furthermore, this area also contains one of the highest
densities of radar stations which could go a long way towards explaining the positive bias
readings. Radar stations have a range of 230 km, but they begin to underestimate precipitation
systematically at ranges of 150 km and larger. By having a higher radar density, the areas farther
away from one station (where measurements are likely to be lower than truth) can be picked up
by a closer radar. This effect could have a pronounced influence on the overall bias values in an
area. Secondly, the literature is rich in radar/gauge comparisons performed in this section of the
country. When analyzing this literature, it now appears that the results from this section of the
country may not be indicative of radar measurements in other parts of the country where radar
coverage is less dense.

Overall, Figures 4-18 through 4-23 further support the conclusion that the time zone statistics
reported in Tables 1 through 11 are not entirely representative. These values are comprised of
gauges that are both covered by radar and those where no radar exists. The evidence presented in
this chapter clearly indicates that the areas covered by radar have extensively better statistics than
those without. Thus, one cannot extrapolate that the time zone values obtained in Tables 1
through 11 are completely indicative of radar's performance in measuring precipitation since at
least a fraction of these comparisons involve areas where no radar exists. Indeed, the results
should be better than those reported in the tables.

One of the original hypotheses for the poor statistics predominantly seen in the Mountain and
eastern Pacific time zones was the blockage of radar by elevated topography. This effect would
cause severe underestimates in radar measurements and lead to large errors. An initial attempt
was made to separate the gauges in these areas by elevation and perform individual analyses on
all of the subsets. The results portrayed a marginal improvement; however, due to the absence of
radar coverage in these areas, blockage cannot be the cause of the poor statistics. This
conclusion does not imply that radar blockage is not a problem in these mountainous areas of the
country; it just states that without radar coverage in the area, there can be no radar beam
blockage. Since the large errors seen in these areas were based on the majority of radar pixels
showing zero reflectivity values, the blockage sub-study was discontinued.

4.2 Summary

The conclusions from this chapter were not entirely anticipated. They revealed very little
information about the geographical systematic biases of radar measurements (such as mountain
blockage). Instead, when the location of operational radars were plotted on top of the error maps,
it was illustrated that the large errors seen in some parts of the country were driven by the lack of
radar coverage in these areas. This effect has an extremely negative impact on the comparative
statistics. This effect is vividly seen in the Mountain and Pacific time zones, but it should be
noted that there are significant areas of the Eastern and Central time zones which also do not



have radar coverage. This implies that the results in these time zones should be even better than
those reported throughout the study.

Other findings from this chapter support the conclusions of previous chapters. RMSE values
were found to be highly correlated with precipitation rates. Also, normalized error values tend to
be lower and relatively constant in areas with extensive radar coverage. This implies that the
normalized error statistic could be a good tool by which to measure the effectiveness of different
radar data sets. However, the normalized error value did show some dependency on the amount
of precipitation for extremely low precipitation rates. Thus, when making comparisons across
data sets utilizing the normalized error, this phenomena needs to be examined.



5. Attempting to Control for the Lack of Radar Coverage

One of the main shortcomings of this study thus far is the inadequate coverage of radar stations
in the Mountain and Pacific time zones. This effect undermines any time zone average
comparisons for these regions. As a result, a cursory analysis was performed in an attempt to
filter out those comparisons that resulted from a lack of radar coverage. The data set was parsed
and any radar pixel that recorded less than 5 mm of precipitation for the entire year was omitted.
This formula will introduce some errors of its own (such as excluding comparisons in arid
regions where radar may be operational), but it was felt that the overall benefits would far
outweigh the introduced error.

The new yearly results are listed in Table 12 below for all four time zones. Note how the
numbers have changed from Table 1.

Table 12: Yearly Statistics Corrected for Lack of Radar Coverage
Eastern Central Mountain Pacific

Number of Gauges 717 912 302 285
Number of Comparisons 204,773 281,465 94,599 84,320

Mean Gauge Precip. 2.60 2.45 1.05 3.20
% Bias -14.63 -12.83 -54.31 -63.02

RMSE (mm/day) 5.97 6.14 3.47 8.80
Normalized Error 2.29 2.50 3.31 2.75

As expected, the most dramatic changes occurred in the Mountain and Pacific time zones where
the largest dearth of radar coverage exists. However, the improvement in statistics was not as
large as would have been anticipated. First, it is important to note the number of gauges and the
resulting number of comparisons deleted from the original study (refer to Table 1). Very few
gauges were omitted from the Eastern and Central time zones which indicates that radar coverage
during this time was excellent. The removal of the few gauges from the two eastern time zones
resulted in slight % Bias improvements but had a nearly negligible effect on the other statistics.
On the converse, the % Bias values for both the Mountain and Pacific time zones improved by
about 10% each. This was far less than anticipated according to the analysis performed in
Section 3.1.



One possible explanation for the less than expected improvement in % Bias values in the
Mountain and Pacific time zones stems from the systematic range effect of partial beam filling.
Recall from Sections 1.2.1 and 4.1.4 that for radii in excess of about 120 km from the radar
station, measurements of precipitation become underestimated. This effect increases the farther
away the gauge is from the radar station. Thus, the area of underestimation due to partial beam
filling covers from 120 km to 230 km away from the radar location or about 72.78% of the total
area covered by a single radar. In areas with a higher density of operational radars (such as the
Eastern and Central time zones), this effect is minimized by overlap from surrounding stations.
However, in the Mountain and Pacific time zones, there is very little overlap of radars suggesting
that approximately 73% of the radar measurements coming from only operational radars will be
underestimated regardless of how accurate the radar measures precipitation. This phenomena
should help explain a large percentage of the poor numbers still seen in the Mountain and Pacific
time zones in Table 12. Another study analyzing the distance from gauge to radar would prove
extremely enlightening in these areas.

The mean gauge precipitation value rose significantly in both the Mountain and Pacific time
zones upon controlling for lack of radar coverage. This finding implies that some of the gauges
omitted must have been in arid regions and consequently would have low corresponding radar
values. Thus, some of the low radar precipitation comparisons that were omitted were probably
caused by climate conditions instead of lack of radar coverage.

The RMSE and normalized error statistics in Table 12 for the Mountain and Pacific time zones
showed dramatic improvement. These results indicate that the absence of radar coverage does
indeed adversely effect the comparisons. However, the improvements were much lower than
would have been inferred. This finding implies that either the methodology of trying to control
for the lack of radar coverage was inadequate (missing range effects), there are other processes
causing the poor statistics (such as mountain blockage), and/or the radar data set does a poor job
in measuring precipitation in these regions.



6. Comparison of WSI's PRECIP with Other Algorithms

Now that the comparisons of WSI's PRECIP product used in this analysis have been detailed, the
question arises as to how it performs against other independent measurements of rainfall. This
section analyzes this question by comparing WSI's PRECIP to the results of other algorithms
found in academia.

6.1 The Other Studies

The results from the other radar data sets come from two sources. The first is from a paper by
Crosson et al. (1995) which analyzed the daily comparisons of four surrounding radar stations on
a 200+ gauge study area in central Florida. The analysis involved the use of the WSR-57 radar
stations at Miami, West Palm Beach, Tampa, and Daytona Beach for the Convection and
Precipitation/ Electrification Experiment (CaPE) near Merritt Island, Florida. The study took
place from July 8 through August 18, 1991 and utilized the National Weather Services' default
Z-R relationship of Z=300R' 4 . The study analyzed fourteen days worth of precipitation over
this time period and the statistics reported here are daily totals.

The second data set comes from an unpublished medley of four different algorithms each
competing in a "bake-off"' to see which algorithm worked best ("NASA... 1994). Each
algorithm was submitted by a team of academic researchers who were competing against the
other teams to try and produce the most accurate radar rainfall estimates. The reflectivity values
for two months were given to each team from a single radar located in a "tropical" regime and
another radar in a "midlatitude" regime. The tropical radar data came from the radar station
located at Darwin, Australia with the first month of study covering from December 23, 1993 -
January 23, 1994 while the second month of study lasted from February 10 - March 11, 1994.
The midlatitude radar data came from the radar station located at Melbourne, Australia with the
two months of data spanning from July 1 - August 31, 1993 consecutively. The teams then
applied their algorithms to the given reflectivities to compute a daily integrated rainfall rate
which was compared to the known gauge accumulations. Nothing is known about each
individual algorithm and which team was represented by which algorithm.

The results of the two studies and the yearly results for the Eastern and Central time zones are
reported in Table 13. It should be noted that the statistics listed are not exact "apples to apples"
comparisons. The largest difference stems from different times over which the comparisons
were made. Crossen et al. use daily totals while the Australia competition looked at daily
average totals from a month's worth of data. The analyses from this paper are daily averages
from an entire year. Each results will thus have biases associated with the time intervals
analyzed (for example, WSI's PRECIP values reflect snowfall in the winter months). Secondly,
each study looks at different regimes of weather. The Florida study analyzes mostly convective
weather while the Australia study looks at both convective weather and mixed stratiform with
convective weather. This thesis has the largest mix of weather regimes which would put WSI's
PRECIP product at a disadvantage against the specialized Z-R algorithms used in the other
studies. Third, both of the other studies analyze small areas (one radar or an area overlapped by



four radars) while this study looks at much larger expanses of area. This also puts the WSI
product at a disadvantage. Furthermore, the inclusion of areas not covered by radar in the WSI
values will skew their results more negatively compared to the other data sets.

Table 13: Comparison of the Performance of Six Different Z-R Algorithms
Data Set Number of Gauge Precip. % Bias RMSE Normalized

Comparisons (mm/day) (mm/day) Error
Crossen et al. 221 5.07 41.03 11.25 2.22
Darwin A-1 623 9.92 -61.39 15.91 1.60
Darwin C-1 623 9.92 0 11.07 1.12
Darwin D-1 623 9.92 14.01 9.60 0.97
Darwin E-1 623 9.92 22.78 10.22 1.03
Darwin A-2 471 21.85 -60.27 21.42 0.98
Darwin C-2 471 21.85 -2.61 13.53 0.62
Darwin D-2 471 21.85 5.31 11.19 0.51
Darwin E-2 471 21.85 29.47 14.62 0.67
Melbourne A-1 773 3.61 150.69 19.47 5.39
Melbourne C-1 773 3.61 37.67 8.59 2.38
Melbourne D-1 773 3.61 15.24 6.91 1.91
Melbourne E-1 773 3.61 14.13 6.70 1.86
Melbourne A-2 1,118 3.39 101.47 13.80 4.07
Melbourne C-2 1,118 3.39 12.68 5.98 1.76
Melbourne D-2 1,118 3.39 0.59 5.53 1.63
Melbourne E-2 1,118 3.39 5.31 5.78 1.71
WSI Central 282,236 2.45 -12.92 6.13 2.50
WSI Eastern 209,137 2.60 -16.27 5.97 2.29

For the Australian study, there were four algorithms (A, C, D, and E). The number following the
algorithm in the data set column refers to whether it was the first or second month analyzed.

The last area of discrepancy stems from the analysis of conditional versus total statistics. The
other two studies anlayze only conditional statistics (days with no rain are omitted) while this
study combines statistics for all days (regardless of whether it rained or not). This circumstance
would tend to give WSI's PRECIP product a leg up on the competition since days with no
precipitation are included in the denominator of the average statistics (RMSE and average gauge
precipitation). This weights these values down (since one divides by more total days) so lower
values are expected. For example, if a data set in one of the other studies and this thesis both
recorded total monthly radar precipitation at 30 mm falling only in 10 days out of the month,
then the conditional data set would record average radar precipitation to be 3 mm/day (30 mm/10
days of rain in the month) while the one in this thesis would be 1 mm/day (30 mm/30 days in the
month). Note that the normalized error statistic does not suffer from this discrepancy since the
number of days is consistently divided out in both the numerator and the denominator. Also, the
percent bias statistic is free from this discrepancy since it does not involve daily averages.



6.2 The Results

Table 13 portrays a mixture of results. Most noticeable are the exceptional normalized error
values seen for the tropics study in Darwin, Australia. These values ranged from 0.5 to 1.6
regardless which of the four algorithms were used. Since this consistency was seen for four
different types of algorithms which had high variability in the other statistics, it can be inferred
that the excellent normalized error results are more of a function of the specialized convective
weather seen in this region than the algorithms. Recall that experts feel the need to utilize a
separate Z-R relationship for each of the different types of weather regimes. Furthermore, this
application becomes more complicated in regimes where both stratiform and convective weather
fronts are mixed together (Steiner and Houze, 1996). Since the weather seen in the tropics is
uniform, it may make the application of one Z-R relationship more accurate. The higher
precipitation accumulations seen in the tropics also might be driving these low normalized error
values. However, these high rain rates should be driving up the RMSE values as well.

The normalized error results from the Melbourne, Australia (midlatitude) study do tend to
illustrate that three out of the four algorithms perform better than WSI's. The fourth data set
performs significantly worse than any of the others. These values are not driven by the rainfall
rate necessarily, but again could be due to the different types of weather seen in the two regions
and/or the differences in time and area analyzed between the algorithms.

It is interesting to note that the % Bias values for both the Crossen et al. study and the Australia
algorithms, portray very positive biases. This implies that these radar data sets are yielding
higher precipitation totals than the gauges. This is the opposite of the majority of the trends seen
in WSI's PRECIP product used in this report. Perhaps this discrepancy could be partly explained
by the apparently heavy rainfall rates seen in the other study areas. Both central Florida and
Darwin, Australia are dominated by convective weather which results in heavy but short lived
storms. As was stated earlier, there has been evidence that gauges do underestimate precipitation
in heavy rainfall events (Seo and Smith, 1996) which would tend to drive % Bias values to more
positive numbers. It should also be noted that WSI's PRECIP product was not fully developed
during the time of this study and as it was fine tuned over the course of the study year, it started
to produce higher % Bias results. Perhaps an analysis with a later version of the data set would
produce less underestimation of precipitation. Again, one needs to keep in mind that the radar
coverage in the Eastern and Central time zones is excellent but not complete. The areas with no
coverage will tend to produce very high underestimates in radar precipitation which will weigh
down the time zone averaged values.



6.3 Summary

As a whole, WSI's PRECIP product produced inferior results to other algorithms found in the
academic literature. Normalized error values for WSI appeared in the 2 to 3 range while the
specialized algorithms generated normalized errors between 0.5 and 1.5. However, care should
be taken when drawing conclusions from the comparisons made in this chapter. Each study
analyzed had its own unique characteristics which raises uncertainty when trying to make
comparisons across data set results. The lack of uniform time scales across studies, the different
areas of comparisons analyzed, the different types of weather seen at each locale, and the use of
conditional versus total statistics all raise the degree of uncertainty surrounding the comparison
of data sets. Future studies which try and control for each of these variables could prove to be
very enlightening as to which (if any) Z-R relationship algorithms can consistently produce the
best estimates of precipitation.



7. Summary of Results

The main findings of this study are summarized below:

1. Radar's performance from the Eastern and Central time zones vastly exceeds that from the
Mountain and Pacific time zones (in terms of the % Bias and normalized error statistics).

2. The leading explanations for conclusion 1 are probably:
a) The lack of radar coverage in the Mountain and Pacific time zones leaving large areas

recording zero radar measurements.
b) The low density of radar stations in these areas (resulting in little overlap) leading to a

majority of the comparisons (-73%) to be performed in areas where partial beam filling
will cause large underestimates.

c) The blockage of radar by mountainous terrain.
3. As a consequence of conclusion 1, more favorable % Bias results and lower normalized

error values are strongly correlated with the presence of surrounding radar stations.
4. The statistical results improved over time. This could be due to two explanations:

a) The refinement of the radar data set over time to better measure precipitation seemed to
have a positve influence on the comparisons. The most noticeable improvement was
seen between the months of January and February when a large change in the algorithm
was employed.

b) The increased number of operational radars would decrease the area with no radar
coverage. Areas with no radar coverage have extremely poor statistics as the gauge
accumulations are being comapared against zero values for radar.

5. RMSE values are highly correlated with the amount of precipitation that has fallen. As a
result, higher RMSE values are seen in the Eastern and Central time zones as well as along
the areas near the Pacific Ocean were rainfall accumulations are greater.

6. In the best case scenario, WSI's PRECIP product seems to be generating % Bias values that
fluctuate near zero and have normalized errors near 2.

7. Normalized error values are not entirely independent of variable precipitation rates,
especially at extremely low rainfall rates.

8. In areas with adequate radar coverage, normalized error values tend to hover between 2 and
3 regardless of other variables. This seems to imply that a normalized error value in this
range is the benchmark for WSI's PRECIP product during this time for comparison with
other Z-R algorithms.

9. The results integrated over an entire time zone listed in Tables 1 through 11 are not accurate
representations of radar's ability to measure precipitation. These values include
comparisons from areas that did not have radar coverage. Consequently, WSI's true
performance should be better then the values reported in these tables.

10. WSI's PRECIP comparisons appear inferior relative to other academically derived
algorithms. However, caution must be exercised in comparing these numbers since each
algorithm's results are based on different characteristics with their own inherent errors.



8. Possible Areas of Future Work

One of the main results of this thesis is the creation of an enormous data set of radar versus
gauge comparisons from May 1, 1994 to April 30, 1995. Numerous other studies could
immediately be undertaken from this data set alone. The accuracy of radar measuring
precipitation in localized watersheds of appreciable size could be undertaken. Furthermore, the
archived radar data could be utilized as an estimate of precipitation for use in hydrological
modeling with the corresponding comparisons in the area used as correction factors. For this
application it would be wise to examine areas of the country that had adequate radar coverage
and to apply appropriate corrections to account for the perceived biases in these areas over the
time period desired. One last study could involve generating an areal map of gauge precipitation
from the individual point locations. This areal map could then be compared with every radar
pixel over the desired study area for an area vs area comparison instead of the point vs point
comparison made in this thesis.

Areas of this study that could be reperformed are also numerous. A completely new data set
could be generated that analyzed only conditional statistics (when precipitation is recorded).
This would be beneficial in helping to compare WSI's PRECIP product to other algorithms that
report results only on conditional statistics. Another beneficial analysis would be to determine
the exact areas of radar coverage versus time. This information could then be utilized to filter
out non-covered areas so the comparative results are not adversely contaminated. This study
would produce a much better representation of how well WSI's PRECIP product performs.
Furthermore, comparing WSI's results against the values generated from the NWS' default
algorithm (Z=300R 14) over the same time period and geographical area would really provide a
litmus test for how well the PRECIP product performs.

The future work that has the most promise however, involves reperforming the analyses done in
this study with a newer version of the radar data set. The conclusions and sub-studies of this
project were hampered by the lack of radar coverage in much of the western half of the United
States. With inadequate radar coverage in the Mountain and eastern portions of the Pacific time
zones, there can be very little analysis on the effects of radar blockage and/or different weather
regimes on the accuracy of radar measurements. Furthermore, it should be noted that WSI's
PRECIP product was not completely developed. It would be assumed that with another three
years to improve upon the variable Z-R algorithms, the radar-gauge comparisons would be
improved.

Acquiring a modern version of the data set would enable researchers to quantify the effects of
mountain blockage (where it is a problem), analyze other geographic variables in more detail
(such as altering climates and associated weather events), allow for the estimation of how much
improvement the continuous quality control has had on the radar measurements, and to provide
more years of data with which to analyze on a continuous basis (so events like droughts or
hurricanes could be explored). Thus, acquiring WSI's PRECIP data set offers tremendous
potential for the academic world to be used in hydrological and climatological studies.
Hopefully, efforts will continue to determine the accuracy with which it measures precipitation.
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10. Appendix A: Derivation of the Z-R Relationship

As was stated in Section 1.2.1, one of the errors associated with radar measuring
precipitation centers around the Z-R algorithm utilized to convert radar reflectivity to
precipitation rates. This appendix analyzes this factor by deriving the equations
associated with the Z-R relationship.

The radar reflectivity value (Z) is a function of both the drop size distribution and the
drop size itself. The exact relationship is given by (A. 1).

Z= IN(D)DdD (A.1)

where D is the drop diameter and N(D) is the number of drops of a given diameter per
cubic meter.

As can be seen from (A. 1), different drop size distributions (which lead to different
precipitation rates) can generate the same reflectivity values. This is another potential
source of error associated with the Z-R relationship. It can also be noticed from (A. 1)
that slight changes in the diameter of representative precipitation particles can lead to
very large swings in the reflectivity value. Furthermore, since there is such a wide range
of Z values possible, it is necessary to convert Z to dBZ via (A.2).

dBZ = 10 log Z (A.2)

This helps to minimize the impact of altering D values on the change in reflectivity
values.

It is important to note that radar does not directly measure reflectivity, nor does it
measure the drop size distribution. Instead, radar only measures the amount of power
returned from a scan. A conversion must be made linking the returned power (P) to Z. It
is given in (A.3) which is known as the Radar Equation.

P*(r)2
Z - (r)2  (A.3)

C

where r is the range to the target and C is a constant. The radar constant (C) is unique to
every type of radar. It is the parameter that must be calibrated from actual data.
Imprecision in the calibration will thus permeate through the reflectivity values and into
the radar's measurement of precipitation.

Once the reflectivity values are generated, a conversion is necessary to a precipitation
rate. The default National Weather Service conversion is given in (A.4).



Z = 300 R1.4  (A.4)

Once the precipitation rate has been measured via radar, it can be compared to the actual
precipitation rate which is also a function of the drop size diameter and distribution. The
exact relationship is given in (A.5).

R IN(D)D3v,(D)dD (A.5)

where R is the precipitation rate, vXD) is the fall velocity of a particle with a given
diameter, D is again the diameter of the drop, and N(D) is again the number of drops of a
given diameter per cubic meter. Again, comparing (A.1) to (A.5), it can be determined
that R is dependent on the 3.5 power of the drop diameter (because the fall velocity is
proportional to the half square root of the diameter) whereas Z is dependent on the sixth
power of the drop diameter. This again illustrates how the Z-R relationship is not unique
and that subtle changes in drop size can lead to large errors in precipitation measurement.
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Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
May 1994 - Eastern Time Zone
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Figure B-1: Daily Scatter Plots - Eastern Time Zone May 1994



Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
June 1994 - Eastern Time Zone
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Figure B-2: Daily Scatter Plots - Eastern Time Zone June 1994



Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
July 1994 - Eastern Time Zone
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Figure B-3: Daily Scatter Plots - Eastern Time Zone July 1994
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Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
August 1994 - Eastern Time Zone
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Figure B-4: Daily Scatter Plots - Eastern Time Zone August 1994
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Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
September 1994 - Eastern Time Zone
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Figure B-5: Daily Scatter Plots - Eastern Time Zone September 1994



Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
October 1994 - Eastern Time Zone
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Figure B-6: Daily Scatter Plots - Eastern Time Zone October 1994
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Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
November 1994 - Eastern Time Zone
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Figure B-7: Daily Scatter Plots - Eastern Time Zone November 1994
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Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
December 1994 - Eastern Time Zone
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Figure B-8: Daily Scatter Plots - Eastern Time Zone December 1994



Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
January 1995 - Eastern Time Zone
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Figure B-9: Daily Scatter Plots - Eastern Time Zone January 1995



Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
February 1995 - Eastern Time Zone
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Figure B-10: Daily Scatter Plots - Eastern Time Zone February 1995



Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
March 1995 - Eastern Time Zone
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Figure B-11: Daily Scatter Plots - Eastern Time Zone March 1995
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Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
April 1995 - Eastern Time Zone
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Figure B-12: Daily Scatter Plots - Eastern Time Zone April 1995



Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
May 1994 - Central Time Zone
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Figure B-13: Daily Scatter Plots - Central Time Zone May 1994



Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
June 1994 - Central Time Zone
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Figure B-14: Daily Scatter Plots - Central Time Zone June 1994
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Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
July 1994 - Central Time Zone
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Figure B-15: Daily Scatter Plots - Central Time Zone July 1994



Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
August 1994 - Central Time Zone
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Figure B-16: Daily Scatter Plots - Central Time Zone August 1994



Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
September 1994 - Central Time Zone
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Figure B-17: Daily Scatter Plots - Central Time Zone September 1994



Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
October 1994 - Central Time Zone
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Figure B-18: Daily Scatter Plots - Central Time Zone October 1994



Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
November 1994 - Central Time Zone
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Figure B-19: Daily Scatter Plots - Central Time Zone November 1994
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Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
December 1994 - Central Time Zone
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Figure B-20: Daily Scatter Plots - Central Time Zone December 1994



Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
January 1995 - Central Time Zone
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Figure B-21: Daily Scatter Plots - Central Time Zone January 1995
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Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
February 1995 - Central Time Zone
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Figure B-22: Daily Scatter Plots - Central Time Zone February 1995



Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
March 1995 - Central Time Zone
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Figure B-23: Daily Scatter Plots - Central Time Zone March 1995



Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
April 1995 - Central Time Zone
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Figure B-24: Daily Scatter Plots - Central Time Zone April 1995



Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
May 1994 - Mountain Time Zone
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Figure B-25: Daily Scatter Plots - Mountain Time Zone May 1994



Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
June 1994 - Mountain Time Zone
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Figure B-26: Daily Scatter Plots - Mountain Time Zone June 1994
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Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
July 1994 - Mountain Time Zone
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Figure B-27: Daily Scatter Plots - Mountain Time Zone July 1994



Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
August 1994 - Mountain Time Zone
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Figure B-28: Daily Scatter Plots - Mountain Time Zone August 1994
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Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
September 1994 - Mountain Time Zone
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Figure B-29: Daily Scatter Plots - Mountain Time Zone September 1994
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Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
October 1994 - Mountain Time Zone
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Figure B-30: Daily Scatter Plots - Mountain Time Zone October 1994
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Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
November 1994 - Mountain Time Zone
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Figure B-31: Daily Scatter Plots - Mountain Time Zone November 1994



Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
December 1994 - Mountain Time Zone
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Figure B-32: Daily Scatter Plots - Mountain Time Zone December 1994



Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
January 1995 - Mountain Time Zone
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Figure B-33: Daily Scatter Plots - Mountain Time Zone January 1995
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Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
February 1995 - Mountain Time Zone
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Figure B-34: Daily Scatter Plots - Mountain Time Zone February 1995



Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
March 1995 - Mountain Time Zone
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Figure B-35: Daily Scatter Plots - Mountain Time Zone March 1995
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Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
April 1995 - Mountain Time Zone
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Figure B-36: Daily Scatter Plots - Mountain Time Zone April 1995
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Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
May 1994 - Pacific Time Zone
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Figure B-37: Daily Scatter Plots - Pacific Time Zone May 1994



Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
June 1994 - Pacific Time Zone
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Figure B-38: Daily Scatter Plots - Pacific Time Zone June 1994
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Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
July 1994 - Pacific Time Zone
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Figure B-39: Daily Scatter Plots - Pacific Time Zone July 1994
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Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
August 1994 - Pacific Time Zone
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Figure B-40: Daily Scatter Plots - Pacific Time Zone August 1994
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Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
September 1994 - Pacific Time Zone
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Figure B-41: Daily Scatter Plots - Pacific Time Zone September 1994



Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
October 1994 - Pacific Time Zone
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Figure B-42: Daily Scatter Plots - Pacific Time Zone October 1994
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Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
November 1994 - Pacific Time Zone
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Figure B-43: Daily Scatter Plots - Pacific Time Zone November 1994
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Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
December 1994 - Pacific Time Zone
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Figure B-44: Daily Scatter Plots - Pacific Time Zone December 1994
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Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
January 1995 - Pacific Time Zone
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Figure B-45: Daily Scatter Plots - Pacific Time Zone January 1995
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Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
February 1995 - Pacific Time Zone
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Figure B-46: Daily Scatter Plots - Pacific Time Zone February 1995
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Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
March 1995 - Pacific Time Zone
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Figure B-47: Daily Scatter Plots - Pacific Time Zone March 1995
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Radar vs Gauge Daily Scatter Plots
April 1995 - Pacific Time Zone
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Figure B-48: Daily Scatter Plots - Pacific Time Zone April 1995


